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This unit was created with
this guy in mind.  He has

autism and an intellectual
disability.  He is a non-

reader, can count to 20 but
can't add at all.  With some
support he is able to do this

unit, and enjoys the
challenge.   He is my tester!!



This unit contains 5 days of
printable and digital material.  

The activities come in two
separate files, one in color and one

in black and white for easier
printing.



Overall tips for teaching
students with significant needs
A quick look at what you will do
each day
Detailed instructions on how
that day's lesson should run

The lesson plans contain:



There is a 19 page book walking
through how to read a bar graph.

They come in a PowerPoint
version as well as a voice-recorded
movie (mp4).

The movie is narrated and
animated.



There is a vocabulary board for
students who need more support
and to encourage engagement and
participation in group activities.



Group activity Students will work with
manipulatives to make and read

bar graphs as a group. 2
graphing templates included.



Students will label the parts of a
bar graph.



There are 10 graphs students
will read the graph and
record data. Each graph
comes with a differentiated
version.

Differentiated



There are 10 graphs where
students will color in the graph
given a data set.



There are also digital
versions of the printable
activities included in this
unit.  There is a movie
version of the book that
is narrated and
animated.



Great for review

There is a set of slides
for each learning level.

In this set of slides
students will be typing
in their answer in the
blue boxes.



Perfect for all learning levels.

The digital versions of
these extra worksheets use
the version with the graph
separated into units that
students can count. There
is NO typing required in
this set of slides.



Lesson plans
Activities in color
Activities in black and white
Voice-recorded PowerPoint show
Bar Graphs (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Links and directions to digital activities

This resource comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip the folder to
access all the contents which include:


